08:31:24 From Perry King to Waiting Room Participants:
    Thank you for joining the Forum. We'll be letting you in soon.
08:39:54 From Kelly Gilmore - UCD to Everyone:
    Yes, Grants.gov will be migrated to the cloud and as a result, will be unavailable between Friday, September 23rd and Thursday, September 29th.
08:39:59 From Ahmad Hakim-Elahi to Everyone:
    Grants.gov maintenance schedule: https://www.grants.gov/support/calendar.html
08:40:44 From Pamela Keach to Everyone:
    Kelly - Can you elaborate on why we must obtain an IRB number at the proposal stage? To do that, we log onto IRB net, complete a couple of items and log out. The number is for an incomplete IRB protocol. What purpose does that serve?
08:40:54 From Perry King to Everyone:
    SPO Office Hours – Via Zoom the 1st and 3rd Thursday of each month from 10 to 11am
https://ucdavis.zoom.us/j/96045587567?pwd=MnVMTXN5SDRuM0RIiLKUujNmdjZz09
    (Meeting ID: 960 4558 7567  Passcode: 862138)

More details on all SPO training opportunities, including links to add the recurring SPO Office Hours to your calendar, are found at https://research.ucdavis.edu/training-opps/.
08:45:30 From Perry King to Everyone:
    SPOTraining@ucdavis.edu
08:45:41 From Alyssa Bunn to Everyone:
    Regarding the IRB question, our understanding is that the reason the IRBnet number is needed on the form 800 is to link the form 800 with the IRB protocol. The IRB needs the COI disclosure linked to the IRB application in order to process the protocol and ensure compliance. If not added at time of proposal, the form 800 must be re-completed at time of award as the disclosure cannot be edited.
08:48:17 From Pamela Keach to Everyone:
    Thanks
08:53:41 From Lindsey Dunn to Everyone:
    can you give an update on the cost share system? Debra has been working with me to resolve. it times out and gives several errors. I am unable to complete anything in the system. not sure who else is also experiencing this.
08:53:50 From James Ringo to Everyone:
    Contracts and Grants Accounting inquiries: AskCGA@ucdavis.edu
08:54:44 From CeCelia Coyle to Everyone:
    I have been having problems pulling up PI's in the cost share system.
08:56:49 From Jenna Wills to Everyone:
    If it's custom cap (K award up to $100k per year). Is that something we should contact UCOP about to add? Or should we just manually calculate the percent effort based on the cap?
08:58:25 From Linda Jb Zhao to Everyone:
    James - Is it possible if you can have office hours for the department admin? If we have any concerns /unresolvable items with the fund managers?
08:58:29 From CeCelia Coyle to Everyone:
    Thank you James :)
09:00:28 From Janelle M Kohl (she/her) to Everyone:
   Thank you all!
09:00:32 From Daniel Cordes to Everyone:
   Thank you
09:00:35 From Lindsey Cannan to Everyone:
   Thank you!
09:00:37 From Michael Hess to Everyone:
   Thank you!
09:00:37 From Jennifer Mongoven to Everyone:
   Thank you!
09:00:37 From CeCelia Coyle to Everyone:
   Thank you all
09:00:38 From Devon G Bradshaw to Everyone:
   Thank you!
09:00:38 From Yvette C Garcia to Everyone:
   thank you
09:00:39 From Patty Munoz to Everyone:
   Thank you!!
09:00:40 From Allyson Sage to Everyone:
   Thank you!
09:00:41 From Jeanee Cooper to Everyone:
   Thank you!